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Connected/disconnected research communities..

A scientometric study [2] (WoS, 2020) on Renewable Energy (AU-EU CCSE) shows clearly how researchers are more connected in Europe (right

side) than in Africa (left side). Our aim is to invite and sensibilise researchers on networking and clustering for coming AU-EU partnership actions.
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The Clustering/Partnership management

Clustering is defined as a process of universities
and other stakeholders to establish close linkages
and working alliances to improve their collective
competitiveness.

"Cluster Initiatives": When the cluster concept
was first introduced, the focus was clearly on
businesses. However, attention has gradually
turned to the challenges that can arise in the
sharing of knowledge and skills, a systemic
approach that emphasizes the interaction and
interdependence of the different actors has
imposed itself. The role of universities, for example,
is attracting increasing attention. Universities are
important not only because of their natural missions
in teaching and research, but also because of their
potential to serve as nodes for entrepreneurship
and science-industry interaction.

Clusters and networks development What are clusters and networks?

https://www.unido.org/our-focus-advancing-economic-competitiveness-supporting-small-and-medium-industry-
clusters/clusters-and-networks-
development#:~:text=Vibrant%20clusters%20are%20home%20of,but%20also%20exist%20outside%20cluster
s.

Collaboration in Africa: Networks or clusters?

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/289059441_Collaboration_in_Africa_Networks_or_clusters
The Cluster Policies Whitebook
•Publisher: IKED - International Organisation for Knowledge Economy and Enterprise Development
•ISBN: ISBN 91-85281-03-4
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Project clustering involves the formation of groups of projects by forming networks with various scales that

share specific attributes for a common goal.

Clustering supports mutual and cross learning and the potential to utilise and benefit from research

outcomes occurring in different projects. Clustering also serves as a basis for networking and better

understanding the shared context in which project activities are taking place.

Benefits attributed to Clustering:

• Support the delivery of strategic goals,

• Encourage mutual sharing and learning, and

• Support excellence and impact.

It is both an input – into the achievement of strategic aims – and an outcome.

How Clustering aligns to AU-EU Innovation strategy Objectives:

Clustering aligns specifically in fostering the creation of conditions/a platform for long-term partnership

and Mobilising the relevant AU & EU knowledge communities and other stakeholders to address

innovation challenges for AU/EU.

Project clustering
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Matchmaking, Teaming, Twinning, Pooling

• Objectives: facilitating the creation of AU-EU research and innovation teams for
the dissemination of excellence, exploiting the synergies of distributed knowledge,
collective development and trainings, and applying successfully for future Horizon
Europe Africa initiatives.

• Potential instruments are:
- Matchmaking (to create scientific communities)
- Teaming (aims to support the creation of new (or upgrading of existing) Centres of Excellence in
R&I ),
- Twinning (aims to exploit the huge potential of networking for excellence through knowledge
transfer and, exchange of best practice between research institutions and leading partners. It is
intended to strengthen a specific research field in an emerging institution, by linking a university
or research centre from Africa with leading institutions in Europe. This could be underpinned by
staff exchanges, expert visits, short-term onsite or virtual training sessions, workshops, joint
summer schools and outreach activities. nstitutional co-supervision or R&I, post-doctoral
programmes),
- Sharing (or pooling) infrastructures or research (technology platforms, joint labs).
- Fostering the links between the quadruple helix
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Mobility/African Country of HEI & what about Innovation 
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Building AU-EU communities in Innovation
.

Public health
Needs and Technologies for 

healthy societies 

FNSSA
Food and Nutrition Security & 

Sustainable Agriculture 

.

CCSE
Climate Change and 

Sustainable Energy

Innovation & 

Technology

Cross-cutting

issue
Capacities

for Science

Our ambition is to identify, to mobilize, to select and to strengthen clusters able to produce knowledge which is

directly applicable to industrial production (prototypes, new processes etc.), but also to apply successfully for

future projects on RE research and Innovation in the framework of the AU-EU Innovation Agenda (2023) and

other initiatives. It is a complex task which needs commitment of actors at national, bilateral and multilateral

level, with clear objectives and central goals seeking collective outcomes.
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Mind Mapping on AU-EU Innovation Agenda

Public health
Facilitator - Rapporteur

Innovation & 

Technology
Facilitator - Rapporteur

Cross-cutting

issue
Facilitator - Rapporteur

Capacities

for Science
Facilitator - Rapporteur

Operational mode: The exercise consists of projecting oneself into the call for projects, forming the
consortium and identifying the conditions for implementation to respond to the impact thematic
agenda.

Animation: Volunteer facilitators will be responsible for leading the group, collecting ideas and
presenting the main output in 2 minutes. Ideas should be preferably SMART: specific, measurable,
assignable, realistic and time-related

FNSSA
Facilitator - Rapporteur

CCSE
Facilitator - Rapporteur
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Shared ideas on AU-EU Innovation Agenda

- In general, most partners underlined that the partnership depends on availability of financial resources, trust,
communication and equity between partners in the North and South.
- To promote ecosystems conducive to innovation, an inclusive and collaborative approach, involving various
actors and territories is required .
- African researchers are often dependent on external resources to integrate into European teams and projects
but lack of national funding is likely to remain a problem for African partners;
- Longer preparation phase so that all partners understand the collaboration mechanism and the commitments
partners it implies
- Need for clear rules of engagement ensure effective and transparent communication, with more exchange of
information and agendas;
- There is a need to involve other actors that are usually not involved in research and innovation. In this regard,
multi-stakeholder approaches should be encouraged: research projects addressing a societal issue should be
jointly designed together with the end-users, translated into scientific questions by the researchers who would
collaborate with the entrepreneurs and innovators throughout the work.
- In order to reach out to other actors, it was suggested that awareness raising and communication would be
important. This could be done through activities aimed at target audiences (training, raising awareness,
mobility), creation of public platforms with a strong dissemination power and stakeholder engagement,
- Implementation need more preparation and exchange of information between partners to identify teams,
researchers and projects to develop together. A platform dedicated to networking on innovation will help
clustering.
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